
Greetings! 
I’m Sally Tinker,  

the world’s foremost inventor 
under the age of  

twelve.



I’ve got 
the trophy and 

everything. That  
is my brother,  

Joe.

I never asked 
for a brother, 
but if I had ...



... I would have  
asked for a  
better one. 

As you can see,  
Joe has COUNTLESS

design faults ...

Top-heavy

(i.e. big 

giant head)

... but there are three problems that are 
particularly serious:

Hardware/

software 

upgrades 

take years 

to install

Hands

(sticky)

Shirt 

(dirty)

Weak support 

struts,

insufficient 

gyroscopic 

calibration

Short 

battery life

Selective

hearing; 

ignores verbal 

commands

JOE
‘How NOT to Design a Brother’

diagram by S. Tinker     Inc.
(Definitely not patent-pending)

No volume

control

<<DANGER>>

Toxic waste leaks 

from chassis; 

waste collection 

receptacles have

proved ineffective 

so far



1. He’s always making a mess.

3. He’s always 
sticky, smelly 

and wet.

2. He’s always breaking my machines.

SYSTEM 
STATUS: 
NORMAL

Worst of all,
Joe is impossible to control.

In short: my brother is defective. 
So, naturally, I did what anyone 

would do ...
DANGER!
DANGER!



I built a new one.

BEHOLD! 
My amazing,

patent-pending .. .



BROBOT!



Brobot is 
PACKED with 

great features ...

... but there are 
three functions 

that are 
particularly good:

Forearm 

tool compartments
(with the latest Teenyweenytech
matter-compression technology)

BROBOT 
‘Just as a Brother Should Be’ 

  An S. Tinker      Inc. 
     invention
©® Trademark/Patent  
       Pending Worldwide

Aerial
(receives commands
from Brobo-remote)

Optical scanners
(10 gigapixel,
200x zoom,

dreamy shade of blue)

Stainless steel

outer, coated w/ 

non-stick 

synthetic

fluoropolymer
(comes in a
variety of shades
to match your
decor)

Titanium

locomotive

support

struts

CPU & 

brotherboard Solar-powered 

hybrid 

supercapacitor 
(i.e. big battery)

Audio receivers/

gyroscopic

stabilisers
(attached via
wingnuts)

Star
(shiny)

Waste 

processor
(empty collection 
tray as required)



1. He can clean up 
messes.

In short:
Brobot is just 

as a brother should be.

2. He can
fix broken 
machines.

3. He’s made of non-stick, 
leak-proof

stainless steel   _
so he’s never, ever 

sticky, smelly 
or wet.


